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3.5 All American stars. I know I couldn't be more obvious and cheeky in the prefixes. My math exams tend to do that. TOP TEN REASONSSamantha MadisonIS IN DEEP SHIT(okay, well, I know every second reviewer has checked this way, but I want and will still...:P)10. Her big sister is the most popular girl at school9. Her little sister is
a certified genius 8. She is in love with her big sister 7's boyfriend. She was caught selling celebrity portraits at School 6. And now she's the All American Stars. I know I couldn't be more obvious and cheeky in the prefixes. My math exams tend to do that. TOP TEN REASONSSamantha MadisonIS IN DEEP SHIT(okay, well, I know every
second reviewer has checked this way, but I want and will still...:P)10. Her big sister is the most popular girl at school9. Her little sister is a certified genius 8. She is in love with her big sister 7's boyfriend. She was caught selling celebrity portraits at School 6. And now she is being forced to take art lessons 5. She has just saved the
President of the United States from an assassination attempt4. So the whole world thinks she's a heroine. Even though Sam knows she's a long way off, far from being a hero2. And now she has been appointed teen ambassador to the UN AND THE NUMBER-ONE REASONSam's LIFE IS OVER?1. The president's son could simply be in
love with her. (I love Suburgatory...) Sam Madison has always been normal. Apart from two strange sisters, of course. But then she does something completely extraordinary - it keeps a mad pysco from assassinating the American president. Now Sam is an insant, world-famous celebrity. Sam Madison never knew life could change
overnight. But that's exactly what happens when she saves the life of the leader of the free world and finds herself (though very reluctant and very unlikely) to fame, not to mention the teenage ambassador to the United Nations, so you'll find herself in the White House and with the In crowd.Dining in the White House certainly not easy for
someone who only eats hamburgers and lives in combat boots. In fact, there is only one compensation - the president's son, David... But after a catastrophic ride and some unusual lessons, she finally begins to see things as they really are. This novel, which has already been chosen by Disney, has the same appeal as Meg Cabot's earlier
book shoot The Princess Diaries; a victorious teenage girl pushed into the national spotlight against her will, broad humour and a sarcastic look out for America's youth culture. Although it is overshadowed by an absurd patter end, it's an enjoyable romp. Cabot has the rare ability to write novels that appeal to young teenagers who are no
less written in first-person teens, who don't irritate or make adult readers feel bad, which i've largely seen in my recent reading experiences. And to be honest, it would be important to me if this book were sucked in because Samantha draws and I draw and end the story, we are soul sisters. Although it is have never heard of Spa or
Whatev music... oh wait ska... isn't that a bird or something? Okay, this paragraph is not appealing. Delete it from memory. It's a pretty tame novel, pretty much any tween or teenage girl will enjoy this funny reading, and you have to admit the plot (Angsty teen girl saves the president, falls in love with the first son, etc.) is pretty brilliant, so
this is a quick fluff read. All American Girl is an optimistic coming-of-age story that should be read for future generations (wait, that's too much.) Samantha is a blunt role model who happened to be in the right place at the right time - and that's the moment that changes her life. It was so exciting and realistic (except, you know, to save the
president from death). Meg Cabot writes exactly how teenage girls speak. Sam is so original and unique. I love how she and David's relationship didn't gloss over her as much as her unoverwhelmed, altho's rebellious artist personalities are a little stereotypical and clichéd. Although it has a predictable end, it's fun to get there. To be
honest, I thought I would hate this book. I mean, c'mon, I occasionally read trashy teen novels with romance and stuff, but that, you can say, surprises me. A lot. I liked it. A lot. I laughed. A lot. ALL AMERICAN GIRL was exactly what I expected: a pleasant, welcome, carefree and entertaining break from my pale and pinched life, and a
hilarious and feel-good relief from all the serious apocalyptic and dystopian Save-the-World-and-Responsible-Duty fabric novels that make my mind roll up. Enjoy a little. Girls have problems. Be confused and confused. Have fun. Be alive. Exceptionally... But Sam srsly, America needs to know: Coke or Pepsi?? National emergency. ;)Also
FRISSON!!! *grins happily*Also, That Raven. (Whoa, I say it's like an art movie.) Also, why the hell don't they have a Tumblr about All American Girl?! D'you knows how terribly hard it is for Dorks like us to read books?! Argh. ... More Sam thought it couldn't get any worse when it turned out that the president's hot son was in her art class.
Then she accidentally stopped an assassination attempt on his father. Now she's an All American heroine. Sam just wants things to get back to normal... and to go with David without the Secret Service being tagged. Don't miss this award-winning (and New York Times bestseller) series! All-American Girl In Stores Now Ready or Not In
Stores Now Are there more books in the ALL AMERICAN GIRL series? No, I'm happy with where the sequel, Ready or Not, ended. Search for a short story Sam and her experiences in the White House: Looking In, Looking Out The values here are fairly traditional -- even if the book's heroine is a non-traditional teenager. All American Girl
is a book by Meg Cabot. Samantha Madison, the protagonist, lives with her parents and two sisters Lucy and Rebecca in Washington, D.C. She is sophomore at Adams Preparatory High School and is classified as a bit of a social outsider with just one real girlfriend named Catherine. At the beginning of the story, Samantha is adorned
with drawing celebrity portraits in her German notebook at school, rather than paying attention to her teacher's lecture. Samantha's parents, who are extremely frustrated with her, decide that it is a good idea to send Samantha to a drawing class taught by a well-known artist named Susan Boone. They do this to try to get them to take
school and other things more seriously. Samantha despises this idea because she feels it would ruin her sense of skills and uniqueness as an artist, as she loves drawing. On the first day of drawing lessons, Samantha is humiliated by the teacher for Samantha, who doesn't really draw what she sees. She is also particularly embarrassed
because a boy named David, whom Samantha describes as sweet in her art class, comments on her boots, and she is surprised that he even noticed because she is not used to people really noticing her. She quickly decides that she doesn't want to go to class, but the conflict is her housekeeper Theresa, who makes sure she goes to
class by picking her up and dropping her off. After samantha has planned it thoroughly, she decides not to go to drawing lessons because she is embarrassed and would rather do something else. She decides to go to the music store. While in the music business, Sam notices a strange man who constantly listens to Billy Joel's Uptown
Girl. She then refers to the man as Mr. Uptown Girl. As soon as she leaves the music store, the president's motorcade stops right in front of the cookie store next door called Capitol Cookie's. Sam finds this strange, she doesn't understand why the president of the United States wouldn't just send cookies to him, instead of taking all the
staff to a small cookie store that she describes as mediocre. As she waits for her ride from Theresa, the housekeeper, she suddenly sees the stranger Mr. Uptown Girl pulling a gun on the corner and aiming her toward the biscuit shop where the president is located. Immediately Samantha decides to distract him, and that causes her to
break her arm, but because she does, he aims away from the president. Then she calls :Gun! Weapon! He has a weapon that forces everyone to come to them. At this point she is in massive pain and her arm seems to be broken. Police and secret services help her and take the stranger away. Later, Samantha Madison is described as a
heroine to save the president of the United States from an assassination attempt. She goes to the hospital to get better, and everything she feels is how much trouble she will have with her parents because she has missed her drawing class. At the hospital, she receives parcels, letters and other assortments of different fan mails from
people who work with her to save the After that, the president himself comes to her and can meet the president and the first family. As soon as she meets the first family, she immediately realizes why the cute boy David from her drawing class looks so familiar. He is the president's son. Later, she is invited to dinner with the first family and
is called The Teen Ambassador of the United States. As the book continues Samantha's relationship with David, the president's son, Jack, the boyfriend of her sister Lucy, whom she had crushed, becomes more complicated. In her head she loves Jack and has been in love with David for a while because he looked beautiful and was in art
as much as she was, but through the course of the book she begins to realize that she is actually in love with David, whom she met on the day they met. Samantha then goes to a party hosted by a girl from her past with whom she used to be really good friends but doesn't like it at the moment. The only reason she decided to leave is
because her friend Catherine asked her to do so. Catherine wanted to leave because she wanted her new boyfriend to think she was popular, even though she clearly wasn't. Sam decides to invite David to the party to accompany her. Samantha really invites David to make Jack jealous, but this plan falls behind when David finds out and
sees through Samantha's mind. David, who is quite upset at this point, tells Samantha: I thought you were different... You used me to make this Jack guy jealous. Meanwhile, samantha as a teen ambassador is one of the judges of an art competition in which Jack took part. Jack then tried to convince Sam to choose his painting as the
winner, but Sam decided against it because she didn't feel that his painting was deserved to win because she didn't feel that Jack was drawing what he actually saw through the window. Ironically, this is exactly what Sam was criticized by Susan Boone, the artist and teacher of her drawing class. Jack then annoyed Sam and her sister
finally gets up for her and splits from Jack. Later, although they reunited. Through this time, Sam realizes what a big mistake she made. She realizes that she doesn't like Jack and that she really loves David, whom she hurt. Lucy decides to help Sam with her boy problems. Sam sees David again and again when she goes to things as a
teen ambassador. Afterwards Sam returns to Susan Boone in her art class and David is also there. In class, David acts as he did before, as if nothing had ever happened. David becomes curious and writes a note to Sam asking if they are still friends. Sam decides to answer that she wants to be more than just friends. David, shocked,
then: Well, what about Jack? Samantha replies: Jack Who? David then hands Sam the final note with a heart on it and that lets Sam know that David loves her too. They end up at the end of the book and Samantha learns a lot of lessons throughout the whole Book. Text elements: Overall, I think the text in this book is quite
straightforward. A unique thing especially about this text is that the author uses several different types of lists to mention the main character. It consists of a countdown of ten articles and Samantha explains her reasoning why she would be better or why she doesn't like something. For example, why she would be better suited to Jack than
her sister Lucy. Another interesting thing about the text specifically is that it is mentioned a lot about famous music artists and other celebrities as well as in this book of our current time, making it so much more interesting and easier for people to relate to. For example, Samantha refers a lot to Gwen Stafani during the book and loves her
personality and the way she dresses, she also often compares herself to Gwen. Genre: The genre is contemporary/realistic fiction, because although this plot could happen, the chances of it happening are in fact very unlikely, because most people in everyday life cannot say that they saved the president of the United States from an
assassination attempt. This explains to a point why it's fiction, because it most likely wouldn't happen. This also explains why it could be realistic fiction, because many things in the story can also happen and are very realistic, but the general plot is mostly fiction. It is also contemporary, because when the book takes place in a new and
present time, it is also contemporary. Setting: The setting takes place in Washington D.C. in the present day, about 2002. Style: The style of the book is very simple. It is similar to many other books for young adults. Except that there are many different lists and countdowns, as mentioned earlier. Characters: Samantha Madison - The
Protagonist. A sophomore in high school who is unpopular and has only one boyfriend. She gets into trouble drawing in her German notebook and is forced to take drawing lessons as a class. It also saves the President of the United States from assassination and is therefore named a national hero. In the course of the book, she learns a
lot about herself. Catherine- Samantha's best friend and only person she always seems to really understand. Both are considered different. Lucy- Samantha's older sister, who is popular and a cheerleader. She also has a boyfriend Samantha is in love with. Samantha is jealous that Lucy always gets everything she wants, and she gets all
the attention. Rebecca- Samantha's younger sister, who is considered a certified genius and goes to a special school for gifted students. She also spends a lot of time in the book to correct everyone on everything. David- The President's Son, Samantha in the character class they have together. He immediately compliments her and
Samantha is surprised because she is not used to people who are really even To her. Jack- Lucy's friend. He is also an artist, so Samantha thinks they have a connection and not to mention that she is in love with him and does not understand why he is with Lucy. Susan Boone- A famous artist who becomes Samantha's teacher in her
drawing class, to which she is forced. Susan Boone also makes Samantha realize that art is much more than what she actually thinks. Topic: There are a few topics that can be mentioned in this book. A main theme is the theme of love, because throughout the book it seems as if the main character Samantha is in love with two different
guys and it is one of the central ideas of the book. Another topic can be individuality, because that's exactly how you see it for Samantha. She is always seen as different in the book, and that is why she has the point of view she has for most of the book. Both themes shape the plot and support the story. It's important to note that individual
is extremely important to Samantha's character and really shapes who she is. This is important overall because it affects her as a character throughout the book and the decisions she has to make. Point of view: The point of view is from the main character, Samantha, who tells the story. Text/font options: The text is fairly simple, but
organized into chapters and there are many different types of lists formatted in list form in the book. The choice of font is also simple. Analysis/Criticism: Many different intertextual themes in the story help the audience to connect with the main character. There are many different lessons that can be learned in this book. One of the most
important things worth noting is that Samantha is a teenage girl who is struggling to survive high school. This is an issue that many other young girls can identify with so many girls who are going through transitions and trying to fit in in their teenage years. This is supported by their struggle for acceptance in their society. Sam struggles
especially because she doesn't have many friends and isn't considered popular. In fact, she even decides to dye all her clothes black and is considered a mourning for her generation. That's what the classic teen story is all about. She also gets into trouble and falls in love with what are other things that many teenage girls of her age go
through. This makes it easy for Samantha to be a simple figure to speak for teenage girls and be able to connect with her audience, who would primarily be young teenage girls. It is important that readers can connect with Samantha because it makes the book much more interesting and better. Many readers like to be able to connect with
the characters in the book. Another topic that has been Book seems to appear, the idea is that the main character becomes a hero. This book is no exception, as Samantha is also seen as a heroine by saving the president from assassination. This is a theme and an idea that readers also like to exist in books. Samantha is also a well-
developed character who learns from her mistakes, also helps her to become more likeable as the book progresses. A heroic character connects to the reader because it shows a sense of kindness in the character that helps the audience to develop a better connection with the character or the book. Heroes often also go through certain
journeys and paths and always learn from their mistakes, which can also be supported by this book, as it is obvious that Sam grows very much as an individual. Another idea that is important to immerse yourself in the ideas in this book is the idea of love. It is the same classic love story idea that readers experience through different books.
A character is in love with someone he can't have, and tries to analyze every situation to justify why he would be better for the person. That's the case with Samantha. She is in love with Jack and has reasons throughout the book why she is better for her than her sister Lucy. However, as the book unfolds, Sam realizes that she shouldn't
be with Jack, and she falls in love with someone else who has always been there from the beginning and has been hurt by the book. This is a typical story that we see as readers story by story. Samantha learns a lot not only about herself in the book, but also about other people. In any case, she learns that in the end things become as
they should, and that what is supposed to be always finds a way to work out for themselves. That is exactly what is happening in this story. Sam also learns the importance of staying true to yourself. She is a unique figure in history, and she does not learn to buy into what others think, which is a lesson that many people eventually go
through once in their lives. Another message of the book is to know how situations and specific results can get the best out of people. Two examples of this would be her best friend, who is content to be other caves into the idea of popularity and wants to go to a party to impress her boyfriend. Another example of this is Jack, the man she
loves, only cares about winning the art competition, and if he doesn't, he gets angry with Samantha and separates from Lucy because of his anger with her sister. It is the many things Sam goes through in history, such as individuality, love, art, courage and courage, that contribute to how Samantha has grown enormously as a character.
This is precisely why it is so easy for readers to connect and love this book, because All-American Girl is a perfect balance between the audience, who are able to connect with the characters, and a sense of common themes that people go through in everyday life, as well as some Encounters that characterize the characters in the book.
Quote: Cabot, Meg. All American girls. New York, NY. HarperCollins, 2002. 2002. 2002.
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